Introducing medical students to deep learning through image labelling: a new approach to meet calls for greater artificial intelligence fluency among medical trainees
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Implication Statement

Our approach addresses the urgent need for AI experience for the doctors of tomorrow. Through a medical education-focused approach to data labelling, we have fostered medical student competence in medical imaging and AI. We envision our framework being applied at other institutions and academic groups to develop robust labelling programs for research endeavours. Application of our approach to core visual modalities within medicine (e.g. interpretation of ECGs, diagnostic imaging, dermatologic findings) can lead to valuable student experience and competence in domains that feature prominently in clinical practice, while generating much needed data in fields that are ripe for AI integration.

Implementation, little to no curricular attention to AI has been applied within medical schools. Thus, there is urgency for strategies to engage students and promote understanding of data science and AI.

Medical AI model development relies on large volumes of labelled data. While this work is costly to AI developers, there exists a source of motivated individuals for whom the scholarly collaboration, AI experience, and medical...
competence derived from data labelling is to be celebrated: medical students. Involving medical students provides access to understanding how medical data are used for AI model development and assures engagement in research efforts with associated faculty mentorship. Here, we describe an example of a rigorous labelling program using lung ultrasound (LUS) images that confers both AI fluency and domain expertise for interested medical students.

Innovation
Central to our LUS labelling project was a core leadership structure consisting of the project’s lead supervisor (physician/ultrasound expert), labelling team leader (medical student), and two physicians. The labelling workforce consisted of six first- and second-year medical students recruited through a social media interest group dedicated to point of care ultrasound. With an extended team, it is essential to have a robust labelling platform to facilitate teaching, scalability, and ultimately, productivity. Thus, we designed a workflow using Labelbox, a web-based interface, under an educational license. Using this platform, labellers annotated the findings of short LUS video clips obtained from our institutional database and uploaded to Labelbox after anonymization.

Initial training employed a multimodal strategy including a written ‘Labelling Guide’, videos, practice datasets, iterative feedback, and workshops. The Labelling Guide included a Labelbox introduction, the project’s workflow, descriptions of key LUS findings, the project’s standard operating procedures, and definitions. Screen recordings included LUS findings and a labelling demo. After initial practice conducted as a group, labelling tasks were assigned in 205-clip datasets; once a dataset was complete, a core team member provided individualised feedback and evaluated accuracy (the proportion of clips correctly labelled). This iterative feedback at frequent, fixed intervals was crucial for learning and success.

As the labelling team gained knowledge and experience, in-person workshops were held, consisting of interactive labelling demos, instruction on LUS acquisition at the bedside, and AI in medicine talks. The workshops provided opportunities for student engagement, networking, faculty mentorship, and fostered continued interest in the project. Further, these workshops provided insight into the data life cycle for a medical AI project.

Our project received research ethics board approval from Western University (REB 116838) on January 28th, 2021. Permission from participants was granted for data included in this manuscript.

Outcomes and next steps
We observed considerable improvement in the first independent dataset, with further improvement in subsequent datasets (Figure 1). Of note, the resulting data directly contributed to the creation of a classifier and a publication, demonstrating successful incorporation of student-labelled data into AI model development.

Next steps include involving experienced students in the training of new recruits to increase efficiency and participation. Other research programs can start incorporating our program by assigning a labelling team leader and incorporating standardized teaching and feedback sessions into labelling workflows. The framework described here can then be used to create a high output labelling program for other visual fields of medicine, such as ECGs, pathology slides, diagnostic imaging, and dermatologic photos, which are prominent areas for AI and clinical practice.

Figure 1. Plot representing the accuracy (proportion of correctly interpreted and labelled clips) of the four medical students that completed initial training. Dataset number ‘0’ indicates the practice dataset completed as a group (a) denotes the point where students were given the Labelling Guide, videos, and practice datasets, (b) the points of iterative feedback, and (c) the first workshop.
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